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No. 69 WOMAN 
SPRING / SUMMER 

 
Correction Model 34 

 
GAUGE 
Take time to check gauge. 
Using LINDA with size 7 needles, in Openwork pattern st:  
18 sts and 23 rows = 4x4” 

 
Lower edge of sleeves: 
When work measures 18 1/4” (46 cm), after finishing a total of 90 rows in Openwork 
pattern st, increase at both edges, at the beginning of each row: 
-a) 5 times 5 sts –b) 2 times 6 sts, 3 times 5 sts –c) 2 times 7 sts, 3 times 5 sts –d) 3 
times 7 sts, 2 times 5 sts. Work the increased sts in Openwork pattern st following 
graph A (= NOTE: begin with row 91 in graph A and repeat the rows marked R2). 
You have -a) 131 sts -b) 143 sts -c) 155 sts -d) 167 sts. 

 
AT THE SAME TIME work neckline shaping: on a right side row bind off (cast off) 
the center –a) 9 sts –b) 11 sts –c) 13 sts –d) 15 sts and finish each half separately. 
At neck edge bind off (cast off) at the beginning of each right side row: -a) 1 time 8 
sts, 1 time 6 sts -b) 1 time 8 sts, 1 time 7 sts -c) 2 times 8 sts -d) 2 times 9 sts. 

 
Neckline shaping: 
When work measures 14 1/8” (36 cm), after finishing a total of 62 rows in Openwork 
pattern st, decrease at right edge, on right side of work (= K2 tog, 2 sts from right 
edge):  

 
AT THE SAME TIME: 
Lower edge of sleeve: 
When work measures 18 1/4” (46 cm), after finishing a total of 90 rows in Openwork 
pattern st, increase at left edge, at the beginning of each wrong side row: Note: purl 
these sts at the beginning of wrong side row, then on right side of work continue 
working the increased sts in Openwork pattern st following graph -a) B –b) C –c) D –
d) E. 
 
FINISHING (MAKING UP) 
Buttonholes: 
Now, after finishing right side row add –a) 48 –b) 52 –c) 56 –d) 60 back neck 
stitches left on hold before. Using size 4 needles continue working in 2x2 Ribbing 
and increase 20 sts evenly distributed along the back neck sts. Begin and finish the 
1st right side row of the 2x2 Rib section (over the –a) 68 sts –b) 72 sts –c) 76 sts –d) 
80 sts of back neck) with K2. You have a total of –a) 135 sts. –b) 143 sts –c) 151 sts 
–d) 159 sts.   
 
Left front button band: 
Sew shoulders. 
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Graph A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Graph B 
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Graph C 
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Graph D 
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Graph E 
 
 




